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DO YOU NEED A LIFE COACH? U.S. President Thomas Jefferson did--he
called Jesus' teaching: The most sublime Code of Morals ever offered
to Man.Ó This dynamic book echoes Jefferson's sentiment, and coaches
its readers by examining fifty core sayings of Jesus, authenticated by
the scholars of the Jesus Seminar. This selection reveals the forceful
theme of his original teaching. Each saying is carefully considered
and then arranged in a unique order to clarify his positive challenge.
In every age, followers have followed Jesus' coaching, working for the
Good Society which, he asserted, is created by God's loving will. His
grassroots approach to personal and social reform is compared with the
failed social and political philosophies of our day. The author, Peter
Watson Jenkins, has thoughtfully picked the fruits of modern
scholarship, making them available for all to ponder, enjoy, and
adopt, as Jesus' authentic coaching. He explains how his life as a
student changed when, after reading Jesus' authentic message for
himself, he chose Jesus as the coachÓ for his lifelong marathon.
Training for the Marathon of Life is not just a Bible study; it's a
call to action--an invitation for us all to play our part in creating
the Good Society. This engaging book is designed both for people who
have never committed themselves to the church view of Jesus, and also
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for those who have gladly done so. It will encourage debate by young
and old, and inspire great, action-packed sermons, too!
This Is the Day: Daily Help for Joyful Living will help readers
experience the power of God in their lives. It is a practical book,
designed to make life more abundant by encouraging the daily
application of Biblical truths. Written from an evangelical Christian
but non-denominational viewpoint and using every book in the Bible, it
encourages progression from seeker to follower. The daily scripture
verse becomes relevant and thus potentially life changing. These
devotionals were written not by a religious professional but by a
layman with a highly successful professional and business career. This
adds interest to a text that speaks to the needs of lay readers.
This book brings clarity to many pertinent questions on healing; it is
balanced, full of practical relevance and spiritual depth. The mix
between theological arguments and spiritual truth is striking. It is
not the typical, sometimes shallow Pentecostal expose but provides
historical, biblical and practical perspectives that leave the title
of the book fair and representative. ‘The Wholesome Truth about
Healing’ is an excellent writ; worth every page it is written on and
comes highly recommend to every Christian. ...Dr Albert Odulele,
Senior Pastor, Glory House Churches, International “This is a powerful
book in an age where secularism, humanism and pluralism are invading
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the Church and its teachings; it is refreshing to have a prophetic
voice bring us back to basics. This volume is academic, intellectual,
informative but inspirational all at the same time. Its pages drip
with depth and insight gleaned from years of learning and empirical
study. This message of healing needs to be heard by every hearing ear
and yearning heart.” ...Dr Jonathan Oloyede, Borough Dean – Newham,
Churches Together in England The “Wholesome truth about healing” is
indeed a complete and systematic presentation of biblical truths that
uphold our heritage of healing. The author has capably proffered
scripturally sound answers to several age-long questions that
believers have asked. Scholarly excellence is exuded throughout the
book. Christians of all theological persuasions would definitely find
it most helpful. The book is essential reading for pastors, leaders,
counselors, bible scholars and Christians alike. ...Mr Richard OyinAdeniji, Project Coordinator, BASIC Trust International Book reviews
online: PublishedBestsellers website.
Marathon Training: The Underground Plan To Run Your Fastest Marathon
Ever : A Week by Week Guide With Marathon Diet & Nutrition Plan
reveals the methods used to turn runners into race winners. This book
introduces method which will gradually build up the moderate-high
mileage required for marathon success, spreading those miles more
sensibly throughout the week. Running easy days mixed with precisely
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paced speed, strength, and tempo workouts, runners will steel their
bodies and minds to run the hardest miles of the marathon. In
addition, detailed nutrition and hydration chapters also help runners
pinpoint their personal energy and hydration needs so they know
precisely how much to eat and drink during workouts, race week, race
day, and for recovery. This approach to pacing and nutrition means
marathoners will never hit the wall. Marathon Training: The
Underground Plan To Run Your Fastest Marathon Ever : A Week by Week
Guide With Marathon Diet & Nutrition Plan lays out the smartest
marathon training program week by week to mold real marathon muscles,
train their body to never hit the wall, and prepare to run their
fastest marathon ever.
Based on True Story of Supernatural Healing
Church and Propaganda in France and Sweden 1610–1710
Recover Your Passion. Recapture Your Dream. Restore Your Joy
New York Magazine
INSCOM Journal
This Is the Day
The Lifestyle of a Watchman

What is an Esther Fast? Why is the midnight prayer so powerful? In this book you
will discover these biblical secrets and more. After reading this prayer manual, you
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will know why a few believers are able to consistently obtain answers to their
prayers, no matter how impossible the situation may look. And what you can do to
join them today.
"Four-time Olympic marathoner Meb Keflezighi shares his lessons on life, family,
faith, and running through a reflection on each of the 26 marathons he's run in his
storied career. When four-time Olympian Meb Keflezighi ran his final marathon in
New York City on November 5, 2017, it marked the end of an extraordinary
distance-running career. Meb will be remembered as the only person in history to
win both the Boston and New York City marathons as well as an Olympic marathon
silver medal. Meb's last marathon was also his 26th, and each of those 26 marathons
has come with its own unique challenges, rewards, and outcomes for him. Through
focused narrative, Meb describes key moments and triumphs that made each
marathon a unique learning experience and shows runners--whether recreational or
professional--how to apply the lessons he's learned to their own running and lives.
Chronologically organized by marathon, 26 Marathons offers wisdom Meb has
gleaned about life, family, identity, and faith in addition to tips about running,
training, and nutrition. Equal parts inspiration and practical advice, this book will
provide readers an inside look at the life and success of one of the greatest runners
living today"-Page 5/21
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God uses ordinary men and women to change the world. In this inspiring biography
of a 20th century hero of the faith, you will gain an outstanding mentor for your
Christian life. Good and Faithful Servant is the story of Dr. John Whitcomb, a
veteran of World War 2, who embarked on a relentless pursuit of biblical and
scientific truth. Even though Whitcomb was steeped in evolutionary philosophies
while at Princeton, he became a revered theologian who preached the literal biblical
account of Creation. What seemed like a long-lost battle over origins and evolution
was overturned as this man walked humbly, yet boldly with God. “People will look
back on this time in history, and just as we think about greats like Martin Luther,
John Calvin, John Wesley, George Whitfield, and others, they will talk about Dr.
Whitcomb.” — Ken Ham Dr. Whitcomb is widely known as the co-author of The
Genesis Flood which was used by God to ignite the modern creationism movement.
This biography tells of his personal heartache, his influences, and his enduring faith
in action. Written by his son, this book is filled with accurate accounts and many
personal stories and photographs. Families, clergy, and scholars alike will find lifechanging wisdom in the life story of this good and faithful servant who sought to
defend the accuracy of God’s Word in the face of widely accepted, though
ultimately flawed, science.
Unique, Powerful Call to the Front Lines of Prayer From bestselling author James
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W. Goll, a strategic prophetic leader in global intercessory prayer, comes an indepth journey into the heart of what it means to be a "watchman on the wall."
Designed for serious worshipers and intercessors, this unique 21-day journey will
help you move to the front lines of prayer--becoming more alert to the presence of
God and praying his will with confidence. With reflection questions, devotional
prayers, and practical application, this book will help you · discern the specific
spiritual atmosphere around you · discover the strategies of God for certain times ·
pray more effectively for others · understand how to intercede for current events
Walking in the lifestyle of a watchman means that you can be the sentinel that God
is calling his mature intercessors to be. Learn to partner with the strategies of
heaven and step boldly into your calling.
In Awe
Journal of the House of Representatives of the State of Michigan
Fasting
222 Golden Key Prayers
21 Days of Drawing Close to Father God
Training for the Marathon of Life
A 21-Day Journey to Becoming a Guardian in Prayer
Life Is a Marathon Running promotes healthy living. Running marathons is a worldwide
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phenomenon. More and more people are training for and completing the ultimate
running distance, 26.2 miles or 42 kilometers in a day, while they are still standing, alive,
coherent, and in need of no medical attention. Running marathons requires careful
preparation, planning, and execution. The runner needs a lot of patience and internal
mental fortitude to do well. Many principles of running apply to those of living a
committed Christian life. In living a Christian life, you need the assurance that Jesus
loves you. Christ living in you transforms your life. Living a Christian life requires
patience, endurance, and discipline. Both Christians and runners experience highs and
lows, as well as expected and unexpected turns of events. Sometimes the road is lonely
and wearying, but it ultimately ends in inexpressible joy to those who find themselves at
the finish line to receive their reward. However, while running may yield temporal and
perishable rewards, living a Christian life brings eternal and everlasting rewards. Life Is
a Marathon contains information that may transform your life.
DIVWe all go through times when we feel like we are not living up to our full potential. In
Fasting to Regain Your Edge, Jentezen Franklin shows you how to recharge your
spiritual energy through fasting. /div
A guide to biblical fasting discusses how to choose a fast, the connection between fasting
and prayer, the essential components of a successful fast, and what to expect mentally,
physically, and spiritually.
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Many professions have robust exams. But taking the Bar Exam seems to be one of the
most stressful times in a person’s life, occasionally causing physical ailment or
emotional breakdown. Our relationship with God can carry us through hectic, nervewracking circumstances. We merely have to ask, believe, and receive. This book is a daily
motivational devotion for Bar Exam study. Begin your Bar study marathon with day one
of your study session, and end on day two or three of your Bar Exam as you finish your
final lap. I trust this book will provide three to five minutes of quiet time with God per
day, to calm and refresh your heart and mind with the strength to endure your Bar study
marathon.
Prayer Cookbook for Busy People (Book 1)
Rediscover Your Childlike Wonder to Unleash Inspiration, Meaning, and Joy
Opening the Door to a Deeper, More Intimate, More Powerful Relationship with God
The Substance of Faith
What I Learned about Faith, Identity, Running, and Life from My Marathon Career
2014 LEEP Event, Editorial & Promotional Calendar
Daily Help for Joyful Living
Argues that fasting can be an effective approach to weight loss and
diabetes control, and includes four fasting protocols, tips and
tricks for managing common concerns during a fast, and twenty recipes
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for between-fast days.
Includes extra sessions.
The substance of faith was written as a form of encouragement to
believers to keep their faith going even if things seem so hard, and
not to give up on any circumstances. Acting in good faith could
produce an extraordinary good result. Faith is having strong
confidence and believing that something will surely happen without
seeing it yet. Divine health is given by God through faith. The sick
would be healed completely just by having faith in the healing power
of God. And we can only believe before we receive this precious gift.
Bishop Michael Mahlangu The founder and the senior pastor of kingdom
of god ministries The international speaker, conference speaker and
public speaker Marriage counselor The father of two sons and one
daughter and one wife It is my prayer that as you read this book you
will find answers to you questions and spiritual understanding and
growth in the ways of the lord Ways that god uses to speak Dreams
Trances Writings On a spiritual Display Boards Thunder Meditation
Perception Areas of Grace Areas of Weakness Sacred Lots[Urim and
Thummin] Mentors or Men of God Animals and Insects
Sanctions: The Federal Law of Litigation Abuse
Safe & Healthy Way to Fast for Richer & More Abundant Life
The Postal Record
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Choosing Jesus as Our Life Coach
Marathon Training: The Underground Plan To Run Your Fastest Marathon
Ever : A Week by Week Guide With Marathon Diet & Nutrition Plan
North eastern reporter. second series
2022 Edition: 21-day personal prayer and fasting program to bring
change to singles and the married

Most women in the midst of careers, marriage, raising children, and caring for
parents set their personal goals aside. The Me Project provides women with fun and
creative ways to bring back the sense of purpose and vitality that comes with living
out the plans and dreams God has planted in their hearts. Kathi Lipp’s warm tone
and laugh-out-loud humor will motivate women to take daily steps toward bringing
purpose back into their lives and give them the confidence they can do it in spite of
busy schedules. A woman who reads and applies The Me Project will discover the
unique plan God has for her life and her role as a wife, mother, worker, or volunteer
gather a community of like-minded women who want to make their goals a priority
change her attitudes toward her roles in life, as well as how she approaches her
personal goals This handy guide coaches women to do one simple thing toward
achieving their goals each day for three weeks, bringing a sense of vitality and
exhilaration back into their lives.
In a time of political turmoil, how should we pray? What is the role of prayer in
resisting politics that are based on hatred and division? This book claims prayer as a
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way to choose hope over fear. Beginning soon after the Inauguration in 2017,
Shannon Craigo-Snell offered brief, daily prayers lifting up people and groups who
were actively working for the common good. These prayers, collected here, provide
a historical record of the rhetorical and political outrages of the first year of the
Trump Administration, as well as the actions of those who resisted. They remember
the small victories, averted disasters, and ongoing struggles of people of good will.
They affirm not only the practical value of political involvement, but also the
spiritual value of such engagement in solidarity with those most vulnerable to
destructive policies. In addition to these daily prayers, this book offers an
introduction and invitation to prayer. Intercessory prayer, in particular, can bridge
divides between religious traditions and cultural differences, creating a space in
which diverse communities can hope together for a better world.
The Ultimate Guide to the Daniel Fast is an inspiring resource for Christians who
want to pursue a more intimate relationship with God through the 21-day
commitment to prayer and fasting known as the Daniel Fast. As you deny yourself
certain foods—such as sugars, processed ingredients, and solid fats—you will not
only embrace healthier eating habits, you’ll also discover a greater awareness of
God’s presence. Author Kristen Feola explains the Daniel Fast in easy-to-understand
language, provides 21 thought-provoking devotionals for each day of the fast, and
shares more than 100 tasty, easy-to-make recipes that follow fasting guidelines. In a
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conversational style, Feola helps you structure the fast so you can spend less time
thinking about what to eat and more time focusing on God. You will also discover
that “to fast” means “to feast” on the only thing that truly nourishes?God’s powerful
Word. For more info, please visit www.ultimatedanielfast.com.
When Erica shared that she was writing a devotional, I was so excited. I loved
hearing and discussing what was happening with the devotional: the ups, the
downs, the timing. I was in awe watching what God was doing in her life. When
Erica asked me to write a testimonial, I was so honored. I have been through many
trials in my life, and through Erica's Christian guidance, I have drawn nearer to
God. Erica's love for the Lord flows from her. I love knowing that I can reach out
and she will pray and give me the exact verse that brings me comfort. I love seeing
the Holy Spirit work through her. At the same time Erica was writing this
devotional, she decided to run the Indianapolis 500 Mini Marathon. You can see the
correlation in this devotional, Drawing Near to God, and training for something
physical. As Erica crossed the finish line, she had the biggest smile on her face, and
I was bawling because I was so proud of her accomplishment. She fought to finish
like we as Christians should fight the battle. If you want to draw nearer to God, this
devotional is the one. Sharma Brenneman, Prayer Warrior for this Devotional
Complete Testimonial at ExpectToSeeGodToday.org
The Poetical Works of Felicia Hemans
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The Prayer Driven Life
Pray Your Way into Marital Breakthrough 2021
The Complete Guide to Fasting
Daily Christian Devotions for Bar Marathon from Start to Finish
The Me Project
The Wholesome Truth about Healing
”O God we thank thee” was sung in the churches of France and Sweden after military
victories in the seventeenth century. To celebrate Thanksgiving was a way of
thanking God, but also a way for the rulers to legitimize the ever ongoing wars. For
the inhabitants it was both an occasion for festivity and a way of getting information
about what happened in the battlefield. Yet the image given was selective. Bloody
defeats and uneventful everyday life was replaced by spectacular victories and royal
glory. Even though the rituals in the two countries were similar in some ways, there
were also substantial differences. The propaganda formulated a narrative about what
war actually was, and what role the rulers and their subjects should play. In the crisis
of 1709 this narrative was profoundly challenged. The book investigates how war
events were communicated to the inhabitants of France and Sweden in the
seventeenth century by the Church, and especially through days of thanksgiving
(called Te Deum in France).
What drives you? Or what is the "motivation" or "purpose" of your life? Robert Oh has
traveled to close to fifty countries in his lifetime and met hundreds of thousands of
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God-fearing and God-loving people who are still asking the fundamental question of
life: "What does God want me to do with my life?" At the end of your life you don't
want to catch yourself saying, "That was it?" You see, without God, your life will be
only earthly, natural, and predictable; it won't be supernatural or godly. You reap
what you sow. The Prayer Driven Life is an invitation to enter this incredible
supernatural life--fashioned by God and through your own prayer. What does God
want you to do with your life? Why don't you ask Him? Pray!
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald
Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers
across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything
from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has
been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while
celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Do you desire to have a heart for prayer?Psalms 27:8 says, "My heart has heard you
say, "Come and talk with me." And my heart responds, "Lord, I am coming."Our
Father God longs for his children to spend time with him. Having a heart for prayer is
simply having a heart for relationship. When we enjoy being with someone, we find
ourselves lingering in their presence. One cup of coffee turns into two and before we
know it, we lose track of time.That's the way it can be when we linger with our Abba
Father. He's never in a hurry to leave and never grows impatient in waiting for us.
He's always excited when his children come running into his arms without prodding.
Prayer is the proof that we're relying on Father God. When we come to him in
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prayer, we're saying, I love You.I need You.I want to be with You.My hope is that
each of these 21 days help whet your appetite to enjoy a lifetime of sweet prayer
with your heavenly Father. May you find yourself agreeing with David in Psalms
34:8,"Taste and see that the Lord is good. Oh, the joys of those who take refuge in
him!"
26 Marathons
Bar Studies Inspiration
The life and times of Prof. John C. Whitcomb, Th.D.
The Poetical Works of Felicia Hemans, with Memoir
Small Spiritual Steps that Revolutionize Your Life
The Fasting Edge
Pray your Way into Marital Breakthrough
The average American spends about ten minutes per day in religious or
spiritual activities. Do you believe you can experience a personal
transformation if all you have is ten minutes a day? Or could these
ten minutes be part of a more comprehensive plan for personal and
global revolution? Could ten minutes be a mustard seed that God grows
into something amazing? Pastor and author Chris Altrock believes it
can! Rather than complain about ten minutes being too insignificant
for spiritual growth, Altrock teaches practices to maximize that time
for personal transformation and real social change. In only ten
minutes a day over forty days, you'll learn a dozen spiritual
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disciplines to deepen your relationship with God. You'll also learn
and see how God can use even the smallest amounts of time to change
you and the world through your actions. Are you ready for ten minutes
to actually make a difference?
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The #1 bestselling author of On Fire shows us
how to recapture and harness our childlike sense of wonder in order to
become more engaged, successful, and fulfilled. “Engaging . . .
O’Leary encourages us to see the world through a child’s eyes.”—Mitch
Albom, author of Tuesdays with Morrie There once was a time when we
joyfully raised our hands to answer questions, connected easily with
others, believed that anything was possible, and fearlessly jumped
into new experiences. A time when we viewed each day not as something
to endure, but as a marvelous gift to explore and savor—when we danced
through our lives in awe of the ordinary moments and eager for the
promise of tomorrow. Unfortunately, that’s far from our experience
today. Instead, we feel disconnected and jaded. Social media reminds
us that we don’t measure up, and the mainstream media barrages us with
constant negativity. Many of us find ourselves caught in a life of
dogged responsibility and mind-numbing repetition. The daily struggle
to earn a living has caused us to lose the sense of wonder with which
we once greeted every day. In his new book, bestselling author John
O’Leary invites us to consider that it is possible to once again
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navigate the world as a child does. Identifying five senses children
innately possess and that we’ve lost touch with as we age, O’Leary
shares emotional, humorous, and inspirational stories intertwined with
fascinating new research showing how each of us can reclaim our
childlike joy, and why doing so will change how we interact with the
world. In Awe reveals how we can regain that ability to see fresh
insights, reach for new solutions, and live our best lives.
Federal courts have issued tens of thousands of sanctions -- many for
millions of dollars, for default judgments or dismissal, or precluding
evidence or experts -- against attorneys and parties guilty of
litigation abuse. Make sure you know the law related to litigation
abuse, as well as the latest changes that affect your practice, with
the new edition of Sanctions: The Federal Law of Litigation Abuse which has been described by the Eighth Circuit as: “The leading
authority on sanctions law.” Greg Joseph, one of the nation's most
effective and experienced commercial litigators, sheds light on these
difficult subjects for you by clarifying the issues and conducting a
detailed, step-by-step analysis and survey of sanctions law and its
ramifications. Sanctions: The Federal Law of Litigation Abuse
contains: - A current and comprehensive discussion of the law of
sanctions, including Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11, the inherent
powers of the court, 28 U.S.C. § 1927, and Federal Rule of Appellate
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Procedure 38. - Thousands of critical cases that deepen the
practitioner’s appreciation of the relevant on-point law and its
interpretation. - Frequent comparison of the subjective focus of a
sanction to its objective standard. - Thorough discussion of the scope
of each law, its construction and application, as well as procedural
issues.
Pray your way into marital breakthrough is a 21-day personal prayer
and fasting programme designed to help participants seek the face of
God for MARITAL BREAKTHROUGH. The prayer points assigned for each day
are heaven-provoking and testimony-bringing. It is also an opportunity
to discipline and rid yourself of any bad habits. By the end of these
21 days, we expect your testimony. For this 21-day endeavor to be
successful, you must have faith and determination. Therefore, prepare
your heart and devote yourself to this spiritual retreat.
21 Days to Living the Life You've Always Wanted
Sanctions: The Federal Law of Litigation Abuse 6th Edition
Prayer, Politics, and Resistance
What Running Marathons Has Taught Me about the Christian Life
Heal Your Body Through Intermittent, Alternate-Day, and Extended
Fasting
21 Day Devotional to Reconnect with God: A Spiritual Journey Guide for
Men
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A Good and Faithful Servant
FASTING is a NATURAL DISCIPLINE that can bring SUPERNATURAL results. It is a brilliant way
to start living a HEALTHY LIFE by taking a BIBLICAL APPROACH to life. This PURE DANIEL
FAST will help you to FOCUS on your RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD as well as on your
RELATIONSHIP WITH FOOD. This book PURE DANIEL FAST has been created to provide all
health enthusiasts a chance to whip up indulgent and NUTRITIOUS 145+meals that strictly follow the
DANIEL FAST FOOD list. No boring drinks or bland entrées here. Also, get all ESSENTIAL
INFORMATION: 1) How to start fast 2) How to end 3) Food list 4) Meal Plans for 3 Weeks 5) Helpful
Fasting Tips and 6) FAQ Section to KEEP YOU FOCUSED while seeking answers to some of LIFE'S
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS.
Federal courts have issued thousands of fines - many in excess of $1,000,000 - against attorneys and
parties engaging in litigation abuse. The record: $114,687,675 in attorney's fees and fines imposed for
discovery abuse in Bush Ranch, Inc. v. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. (11th Cir. 1996) Make sure you
know the law related to litigation abuse, as well as the latest changes that affect your practice, with the
new edition of Sanctions: The Federal Law of Litigation Abuse - a valuable resource for both judges and
litigators. Gregory Joseph, one of the nation's most effective and experienced commercial litigators,
sheds light on these difficult subjects for you by clarifying the issues and conducting a logical, step-by-step
survey of sanctions law and its ramifications. Sanctions: The Federal Law of Litigation Abuse contains: A current and comprehensive discussion of the law of sanctions, including Rule 11, Section 1927,
Appellate Rule 38 and Section 1912, and the inherent powers of the court. - Thousands of critical cases
that deepen the practioner's appreciation of the relevant on-point law and its interpretation. - Frequent
comparison of the subjective focus of a sanction to its objective standard - Thorough discussion of the
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scope of each law, its construction and application, as well as procedural issues.
This short book is a 21day devotional of my experiences and steps on how I reconnected with God.
3,800+ Holidays, Promotions, Events for 2014 in the United States, United Kingdom, Canadian,
Australian and Chinese Markets. The 2014 LEEP features over 3,800 dates in over 53 categories
arranged alphabetically (with source URLs), chronologically and by length. This calendar of holidays
and events for 2014 includes National, Promotional, Industry and International Events, Federal
Holidays, Major Sporting Events and industry specific promotions. The LEEP Calendar is the
invaluable time-saving, idea generating, revenue building business reference tool that provides
exceptional marketers, publishers and journalists a quantifiable critical advantage over the competition.
Created by a marketing and publishing industry veteran for: Advertising Executives Authors Bloggers
Business Networkers Business Owners Editors Educators Event Planners Journalists Marketing
Executives Media Planners Media Sales Reps Promotional Products Retailers Public Relations Publicists
Publishers Retail Executives Sales Executives Social Media Marketers and anyone who is curious!
Complete in One Volume
A Heart for Prayer
Pure Daniel Fast
The Story of War
Ten-Minute Transformation
40 WAYS OF HEARING FROM GOD
The Ultimate Guide to the Daniel Fast
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